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TWS Joyroom Jdots Series JR-DB2 Headphones (white)
Listen to your favorite tunes in a new way. The headphones offer 6-millimeter drivers so you can hear previously elusive details. What's
more, Bluetooth 5.3 ensures a reliable connection, and wide compatibility allows you to connect the headphones to all sorts of devices. In
turn, long-lasting batteries guarantee up to 42 hours of use, and built-in microphones allow you to talk freely on the phone. 
 
High quality sound
Immerse  yourself  in  the  music.  Joyroom  headphones  use  6mm  drivers  and  a  PU  composite  diaphragm,  which  translates  into  a  wide
frequency range. So you can enjoy a richly detailed and bass-rich sound. Rediscover your favorite tunes with the Jdots Series. 
 
Conveniently talk on the phone
Train station, shopping mall, bus stop - make phone calls comfortably no matter where you are. Jdots Series headphones are equipped
with noise-canceling microphones, so you can be sure your caller can hear you.
 
Reliable Bluetooth connection
The headphones connect to your device via Bluetooth 5.3, which translates into a fast, stable connection without interference and lower
power consumption. What's more, the Jdots Series are compatible with systems such as Android, iOS and Windows. You can successfully
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connect them to your smartphone, tablet or laptop. In addition, the low latency (65 ms) improves audio and video synchronization while
watching movies and playing games.
 
 Lightweight and comfortable
Listen to your favorite podcasts for long periods of time and don't worry about feeling tired. The headphones feature a lightweight and
ergonomic design, so you can use them comfortably. What's more, they don't fall out of your ears, providing even more comfort. 
 
Long working time
Don't  worry  about  suddenly  discharged headphones.  Jdots  Series  play  music  on a  single  charge for  about  7  h,  and the charging case
provides  another  35  h  of  use.  In  addition,  10  min  of  charging  allows  you  to  use  the  JR-DB2 for  1  h,  and  they  take  only  1.5  h  to  fully
charge. In addition, a digital display will let you know the battery level of each headphone. 
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-DB2
	Color
	white
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Audio codec
	AAC, SBC
	Bluetooth protocols
	HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
	Frequency response
	2402-2480 kHz
	Battery capacity
	headphones: 35 mAh (each), case: 500 mAh
	Impedance
	16 Ω
	Rated power
	2x 3 mW
	Diameter of transducer
	6 mm
	Operating time
	Music playback: 7 h, phone calls: 5 h
	Operating time with charging case
	42 h
	Operating time in standby mode
	approx. 48 h
	Charging voltage
	headphones: 5V/200 mA, case: 5V/1A
	Charging port
	USB-C
	Charging time
	1,5 h
	Waterproof
	IP54
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	Material
	ABS, PC

Preço:

Antes: € 19.5939

Agora: € 18.60

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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